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Skill vs. chance: Why does is matter?
Gambling, i.e. playing
1. a game of chance with
2. a monetary (or valuable) stake and
3. a chance to win a an amount (or a valuable price),
is strictly regulated in most jurisdictions
(and sometimes absolutely prohibited).

Section 284 Criminal code (D, § 284 StGB)
(1) Whoever, without the permission of a public authority,
publicly organizes or runs a game of chance or makes the
equipment therefore available, shall be punished with
imprisonment for not more than two years or a fine.
(2,3,4) […]
Section 285:
Whoever participates in a public game of chance (Section
284) shall be punished with imprisonment for not more than
six months or a fine of not more than 180 daily rates.

From gambling as moral issue …

San Zeno altarpiece in Verona
(painter: Andrea Mantegna, 1431-1506)

Soldiers diced Jesus' garment
(the Gospel of John, ch. 19, verse 24, tells that they casted lots)

… to consumer protection:
• The critical view on gambling changed its motivation: From earning
money without working as moral problem to consumer protection.
• Consumers, i.e. players and especially pathological gamblers, must
be protected!
• In this context gambling is comparable to other problematic products
like alcohol, tobacco, sugar and fat fast food.
• Illegal gambling cannot be controlled. Therefore activities of
gambling should be channeled to attractive, legal and controlled
alternatives.
• Are skill games less dangerous? Or only less immoral because there is
not any win without “working”?

Classification of games in the past …

Libro de los juegos (book of games),
commissioned by Alfonso X of Castile, finished
1283:
The book explains the difference between
• a game of pure, intellectual strategy (chess),
• a game of pure chance (dice) and
• a game that incorporate both elements
(backgammon).

… and today: Where uncertainty comes form? *
Combinatorial games:
Diplomacy: simultaneous moves

uncertainty by a huge number of
combinations of options in a move sequence

(*) not considered:
games with importance of
• manual skill (e.g. Mikado) or
• speed of response (e.g. blitz chess)

chess, Go
Diplomacy,
Stratego,
Ghosts

Stratego: hidden type of pieces

backgammon

skat

Ghosts: hidden type of pieces

RockPaperscissors

pachisi

poker
roulette

Strategic games:

Games of chance:

uncertainty by asymmetric
hidden information

uncertainty by random decisions
(throwing dice, shuffling cards)
© diagram: Bewersdorff, Luck, Logic and White Lies, p. xi
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I. It‘s a legal question!
The distinction of games of chance and games of skill
• is based on national legislation and legal interpretation in
judgements, commentaries and other legal literature.
• Differences are possible, also between the member states of the
European Community.
• In particular the German jurisprudence (and not only it) reveals a
skepticism towards purely mathematical considerations, ...

… for example
“Mathematical and complicated probabilistic calculations as
described in Dr. Lasker’s book ‘Das verständige Kartenspiel’
[intelligent card game], which was presented by the plaintiff,
must be rejected for the decision of the judgement. The decision
whether a game has the character of a game of chance, must be
based on the average ability of the players.”
German Federal Administrative Court, Judgement on 17 May 1955, case number: BVerwG I C 133.53
Emanuel Lasker (1868-1941),
mathematician,
Chess Champion for 27 years.
The book was published in 1929,
similar to “Encyclopedia of games“, 1929.

Germany: § 284 criminal code (StGB), …
„A game of chance ... is a game in which ... the decision to
win or lose does not depend dominantly on the abilities,
knowledge and level of attention of the players, but solely or
dominantly on chance, i. e. on the action of unpredictable
causes, deprived of the influence of persons involved.“
Imperial Court of Justice (Reichsgericht), judgment on 18 May 1928, case number: I 977/27

Subject of the trial
was the “Bajazzo” game

… Interstate Treaty on Gambling (GlüStV), …
“A game of chance exists if, in the context of a game, a fee is
required for acquiring a chance to win and the determination of
winnings is entirely or predominantly a matter of chance. In any
case, the determination of winnings is a matter of chance if, in
this regard, the uncertain occurrence or outcome of future events
is decisive. Games of chance also include wagers against payment
on the occurrence or outcome of a future event.”
Section 3 (1), Intersate Treaty on Gambling, signed 15 December 2011

… Gaming Order (SpielV), …
“Anyway, the mentioned card games [Bridge, Skat, Doppelkopf and
others] require a certain time period to be considered as a game of
skill. They become a game of chance if the random composition of
the cards is not neutralized by a longer time of playing, giving each
player roughly the same starting point on which to develop his
skill.”
Comment on section 5a of Gaming Order: Landmann/Rohmer, Gewerbeordnung und ergänzende Vorschriften, Vol. II,
§ 5 a SpielV, margin number 8 (Juni 2015, editor: Marcks)

… Section 33 d Trade Regulation (GewO)
• “… the Appeals Court confused two things: the need to determine
the nature of the game with scientific methods and the
scientific methodology as part of the use of skill which must be
disregarded because of the excessive demands of the average
player.“
• “… the hearing of evidence was wrong ... because ... all players
were trying to win using their potential of skill instead of—as it
would have been necessary—that one player acted randomly in the
games of the played sequence.“
Federal Administrative Court (BVerwG), judgement of 9 October 1984 — case number: C 20.82

But it can also be bizarre …
“Playing chess against a computer becomes—in spite of the
rules of the game dominated by logic—a game of chance, if the
conditions are set in such a way that the computer can use its
superiority based in the program and therefore the average
player has no chance, also playing with maximal effort.”
Administrative Court Wiesbaden, judgement on 10 October 1995 (case number: 5/3E 32/94, Gewerbearchiv,
1996, pp. 68-69)
The judgement was approved by the Federal Administrative Court, but without this general “outlook”.

Subject of the trial
was a claw machine

… and it can also be detailed and professional

Honored by the Austrian Federal Fiscal Court
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II. Mathematics: To get logic and transparent
• Mathematics as a meta-science should be able to formally characterize any
consistent system of rules:
Mathematics does not include any definition of a “point” (in geometry), “speed” (in physics)
or “skill game” resp. “predomination of skill” (in legal applications).
Mathematics describes relations between objects (“attributes” on the level of an application
are objects, too).
Only the logical implications are mathematized (and therefore they become more precise).

• We use methods which are analogous to physics, where simple experimental setups
and thought experiments are investigated: Therefore we will design artificial games
using a “construction set”. This approach allows a transparent verification of
compatibility of mathematical and legal view.
• The approach should be be variable concerning the types of players which are
defined as legally relevant:
• (better, worse) average player / beginner / random player,
• organizer / dealer / machine: To be viewed as a fictitious player?

Mathematical “construction set” for games
Methods to construct new games based on known games:
• Random decision who is to move first.
• Random decision on whether another game is played instead of the original
game, especially in the form of pure game of chance or a pure game of skill.
• Sequence of repeated games with summed up payoffs (“cash games”) or
another scoring (e.g. the winner takes it all or tournament consisting of
knockout games).
• Sequence of several games with permuted roles (who moves first, second, …)
to get a symmetric game.
Using these constructions we get some instructive examples of games ...

1. “Topology” of games:
• Take a fixed probability p.
• Modify the rules of chess by adding a random decision before each
move: With probability 1 – p the move is replaced by a random decision
which selects randomly the move (uniformly distributed).
Using p = 0 we get a pure game of chance.
Using p = 1 we get original chess.
The change by varying p is continuous. Where is the transition between
games of chance and games of skill? There is no evidence for a
transition at p = ½.

2. Game theory & complexity: two variants …
• Take a fixed probability p.
• With probability 1 – p the winner is
selected randomly (equally likely),
otherwise the colors of the
following game are decided
randomly:
1st variant: end game of chess:
king and rock (W) versus king (S),
2nd variant: Go with komi 6½ (no
draw is possible).

… and how they are played:
• All games (both variants, all p) are symmetric.
• p = 0 is corresponding to a pure game of chance.
• p = 1 is corresponding to Go resp. the chess endgame (colors equally likely)
• In the view of game theory (minimax) there no difference between
both variants (fixed p).
• But a champion will win with probability 1/2 + p/2 the 2nd variant (based on Go)
and with probability ½ the 1st variant (pure chance).
• Go with p = ½ is a game with “50 % skill”: a champion will win 75 % of the
played games.

3. Sequence of repeated games
• Fix a probability p.
• Based on this value p the Go based variant form of section 2 is
repeated n times.
• The payoffs are summed up.
• How much repetitions n are needed in relation to the probability p
(e.g. p = ¼) that the whole sequence of games is predominated by
skill?

4. Different amounts as payoffs
• First an amount is fixed randomly or by bids by the player. This
amount will be the payoff for the winner:
• After this the Go variant of section 2 is played.
p = 0 corresponds to a pure game of chance.
p = 1 corresponds to a pure game of skill because a champion will
win each game.
p = ½ corresponds to a game of a 50:50 mixture of chance and skill.

5. Rock-paper-scissors
• Outcomes are only determined by decisions of the player,
• No influense by random decisions.
The game is symmetric and
Equivalent to a bet:
One player is making his hidden selection by choosing a card, hidden to his
opponent. Then e.g. the opponent’s decision “rock” is equivalent to two bets:
Bet half of the amount on the event that the first player has selected “scissors” and
half of the amount that the first player has not selected “paper”.

Intellectual abilities such as good memory, quick reaction and attention have
no meaning, therefore:
There should not be significantly different levels of competence.

6. Tournament with multiple players
• Tournament with 2n players with single-elimination (knockout).
• During the tournament the Go variant from section 2 with p = 0,501 is
played.
The tournament is predominated by skill.
A champion will win with probability approximately equal to 0,75n,
e.g. 0,178 in the case of 64 players.

7. A game of pure skill with multiple players
• Chinese checkers with n = 3 to 6 players.
• Play n! (= 6, 24, 120 resp. 720) games with all
permutations of players concering first moving, …
The game is symmetrical.
There is not any random decision. Therefore the
game is usually classified as a game of pure skill.
Nevertheless, no player can force on his own
a total result which is at least balanced.
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III. Demarcation of skill and chance
• Does an event (and its probability) exist that a particular game is won by
skill? What is therefore necessary is a characterization of each move
sequence as skill or as chance. This may work for an easy game like in
section II.2. But what about a “real” game like backgammon???
• Only payoffs can observed definitely. Their frequency can be counted in
a sequence of games.
• Thus, player’s influence can be rated absolutely—and in consequence
also relative to other options of influence (i.e. strategies).
• Already in 1928 the Imperial Court of Justice compared the success of
skillful and “blindly”/randomly acting players …
• In symmetric games: Comparing players is equivalent to comparing
strategies ...

Demarcation of skill & chance under symmetry
• Subject of the “Bajazzo judgement“ from 1928 was the asymmetric
case “player against machine“
In a legal sense “Bajazzo” is a game of two players. One of them is inactive. But
he wins often. And he does not use skill.
The court commissioned experts for making statistical tests. They compared the results of a
blindly/randomly acting player (9 to 24%) with the results of a normal player (31 to 36 %). The
maximal difference 36 – 9 = 25 % is smaller than the probability that the machine wins (without
using any skill!).

• In symmetrical games the influence of skill can be measured with a
simple comparison of both players. For example:
If the better player wins 76 % of the games of a sequence and the worse player
only 24 %, then the difference of 52 % is a consequence of the different
competence levels (if the sequence is long enough to minimize statistical
deviation).

The criterion in detail
• The comparison of success in symmetric games results is a sufficient
but not necessary condition:
• Of course, two players of nearly the same competence level will not produce a
strong unbalanced result.
• But it works: For the variant “chess end game” form section II.2 there will be no
experienced players who will get a strong unbalanced result.

• It seems that the criterion can also be referenced to one game. In this
version the difference of relative frequencies has to be interpreted as
“probability” (of the “event” that the game is decided by skill):
• In the case that the complementary “probability” ( = “probability” of winning the
game by chance) exceeds ½, then each of both players wins with probability of
¼ or more.
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IV. General games
• We are looking for generalizations of the criterion. We are looking for
games
• which are not symmetric or
• which include some payoffs other than +1 and -1 or
• which are played with more than two players.

• Dependent of the type of a game different approaches are needed to
get a sufficient criterion for a predomination of skill.
• But: You should never simply talk about „Poker“. An analysis is only
possible for a precisely defined variant, e.g. “Texas Hold‘em”, with a
fixed number of players, a fixed number of rounds of betting, fixed
limits and, if applicable, with fixings of length and mode of the
tournament.

1. Games with payoffs not only = ±1
Given is symmetric game for two players:
• We start with an empirical measured probability distribution
of payoffs which a good player obtains against a worse player.
• We get a sufficient condition for a predomination of skill:
lead the assumption that maximal 50 % of the games are
decided by skill to a contradiction
• Remove the best 50 % of the payoffs. Because of the assumption the rest of payoffs
must be a result of random influence. If there is any advantage for the better player
(e.g. conditional mean value > 0) we get a contradiction to the symmetry (see diagram).
• In the case of a normal distributed payoff X of the better player:
• In the case of sequence of n repeated games (Y = payoff of a single game):

2. Non symmetric two-person games
• The rules are symmetrized:
• Play two games with permutated roles, e.g. colors (e.g. “White” moves first).
• Play one game with randomly decided colors.

• Play a sequence of symmetrized games:
• Example: If the better player wins 80 % of the games playing as White and 72 % of
the games playing as Black, than the sufficient criterion is fulfilled:
The better player wins 76 % of the symmetrized games .

3. More-person games: Predominated by skill?
• Try to reduce the game to a two-person game.
• Dependant of the type of game there are different possibilities
(because of the sufficient character of the criterion there is no contradiction between them):
• Games without interaction and with highscore (like bowl):
It is enough to compare pairs of two players.
• Tournaments consisting of two-person games in knockout mode:
It is enough to focus the single two-person games.
• Games which can be played with variable number of players starting form two:
The character of the two-person variant can be seen as hint for the character of the moreperson game.
• Other more-person games:
The formation of coalitions usually changes the character of a game. However, the
influence and information of the players do not change. Therefore look for games with
two coalitions.
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V. Conclusions
• Mathematics does not include any grammatical interpretation of the terms
like “games of chance” and “games of skill”.
“One must always be able to say, instead of 'points, straight lines, and planes', 'tables,
chairs, and beer mugs‘” (David Hilbert)

• Interpretation of skill can be made transparent by mathematical analysis of
artificial games.
• Similar to mathematical models of physics mathematics should be
restricted to precise logical implications—including implications based on
statistical inference.
• This restriction leads to conservative view, i. e. one gets several sufficient
conditions for a predomination of skill based on grave perturbations of
symmetry. Of course, some cases will remain open.

Thank you!
Any questions?
contact and further information:

mail@bewersdorff-online.de
www.bewersdorff-online.de
(including sheets and references of this talk)

Appendix

District Court, Eastern D. NY, 21 Aug 2012

PLOS ONE, March 2, 2015

Laustetter, 2012

A sharper criterion
Given is a symmetric two-person game and the distribution X of
payoffs of a good player against a worse player.
• If
for all t ≥ 0 is fulfilled
then the game is predominated of skill.
• For a normal distributed random variable X it is
if fulfilled.
sufficient that
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German National Tournament of Skat
• Results of the tournaments form 2011 to 2016.
• The total number of participants varied form 489 to 763.
• Listed are all players who reached rank 1 to 3 at least once.

World Chess Championships
• Results of the World Chess Championships 2008 to 2016,
• differentiated on white and black.

Approaches to measure skill in games
• Van der Genugten, Dreef, Borm (2001−2016):
Skill measure based on game theory (comparing different strategies).
• Fiedler, Rock (2008/2009):
Comparison of mean value and standard deviation in empirical data.
• Erdmann (2009/2010):
Skill measure based on game theory and computer simulations.
• Laustetter (2011/2012):
Legal view, perturbed symmetry of games.
• Bewersdorff (2017/2018):
Thought experiments with artificial games, perturbed symmetry of games.
• Dürsch, Lambrecht, Oechssler (2017):
Empirical comparison of real games with 50%-chess, 25%-chess etc.
Without warranty of completeness!

